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DEGREE EXAMTNATION IN SCIENCE-2005/2006

YEAR FIRST SEMESTER (MARCH/MAY-2010)

EXTCS 304 - ARTIFICIAL INTFLLIGENCE

Tihe allowed: 02 Eours

i. Explain mtional agent in AI?

('10 Marks)

What is Turing test?

(10 Marks)

Design a suitable represcntatioll and draw the completc search tree for thc

following problem:

A farmer is on one side ofa dver and wishes to cr.oss thc river with a woll, a

chicken, and a bag ofgrain. IIc can take only one itetn at a time in his boat

with him. He can't leave the chicken alone with the grain; it will eat the grain.

He can't leave the wolfalonc with the chicken; the wolf will eat the chicken.

How does he get alllhree sat'ely acr.oss the river?

Note: omits cycles and repeated states

)
(60 Marks)

What do you mean by "Describe and match method,,? Explaitl with examplc.

I

(20 Marks)
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heuristics are developed.

What do you nean by relaxing the problem?

What is the simplest method for id€ntifying the optimal path? Expl

Give Three (03) sophisticated techniques for identi8ing optirnal
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In which situations hill climbing can be fooled? lxplain it.

(20 Marks)

The puzzle consists of a 3 x 3 grid, with the numbers 0 through 7 on tiles
within the grid and one blank square. Tiles carl be slidecl about within the grid,

but a tile can only be nroved into the empty square if i1 is adjacent to the

empty square. The sta( state ofthe puzzle is a random configuration, and the
goal state is as shown it1 the second pioture of the Figure, below:

To get lrom a random start statc to the goal state, illustrate the \.vav in which
heuristics are developed.

(40 Marlc)
What do you mean by relaxing the problem?

(20 Marks)
What is the simplest method lor identifying the optimal path,i Explain.

(15 Marks)
Cive Tbree (03) sophisticated techniques ibr identilying optimal paths.

(05 Marks)
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Consider the following classroom schecluling problem:

There are 4 classes,,Cl, C2, C3, and C,1, and 3 class roorns,

following tablc shows the class schedule:

Rl, R2, and R3. l'hc

CIass f ine

C1 B am - 10.30 anl

C2 9 alll 11.30 an1

C3 10 am i2.30 a111

c4 11 alll - 1.30 am

In addition, the foliowing restrictions apply:

. Each class musl use one of re 3looms, Ri, R2, R3.

. R3 is too small for C3.

. M ard R3 are too small for C4.

One way offormulating this problcm as a constraint satisfactiotr problem is to let

each class, C1, ..., C4, be a variable, aud each room, R1, R2, R3, be thc possiblc

values for these variables.

i, Show the initial possible valrcs for cach variable, C l, . .., C4, given the

R€strictions ahove.

ii. Express fonnally all the conslrairts in lhis problem.

iii. Identify and.develop a solution method for ti s.

iv. ExplaitA*llgorithm.

(4 X 25 Marks)



4.

Translate the following sentences into logical statemenls' using either

propositional or predicate logic as appropriate:

a. The best score in History is better than the best score in Biology

(10

b. Politicians can fool some of the people all the time' aod they can fool all

the people some ofthe time, but they can't fool all the people all the time

(20

ii. Explain the following

a. Goal-driven Search

b. Data -driven search

c. Brute-force search

d. Properties of search methods

e. Conpare Breath First Search(BFS) and Deplh First Search(Dl:'S)

(5*


